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ABSTRACT
Buechele, Kevin C. MSME, Purdue University, December 2013. Operational Modal
Analysis and Force Characterization of an Unstable Liquid Rocket Engine. Major
Professor: Douglas E. Adams, School of Mechanical Engineering.
Combustion instability has plagued the rocket industry since its beginnings. It is
characterized by sustained pressure oscillations in the combustion chamber due to the
coupling of natural pressure fluctuations with unsteady heat release. Typically, com-
bustion instabilities are identified and mitigated during ground testing. Occasionally
combustion instabilities do not present themselves until after a system is fielded and
may only occur in a flight environment. While ground tests are heavily instrumented,
operational flight data may not contain any direct measurement of the combustion
forcing function. Post-event efforts to characterize anomalous combustion instabilities
with existing instrumentation have had little success.
Accelerometers, which are native to a rocket’s guidance system and payload mon-
itoring, capture spectral signatures of shock and vibration flight events including
combustion instability. The relationship between forced response and the pressure
forcing function can be understood through modal analysis. Recent advances in op-
erational modal analysis (OMA) have allowed the modal parameters of launch vehicles
to be tracked through typical flight events such as launch and stage separation. In
this thesis, the reaches of OMA were extended to unstable combustion.
High frequency pressure and structural response data were obtained using the
continuously variable resonance combustor (CVRC) at Purdue University. The CVRC
is a single element liquid rocket engine with the unique ability to tune the length of
the oxidizer post for different stability conditions. Although the CVRC is a fixed
test article, changing internal pressures and wall temperatures caused non-stationary
xi
structural dynamics throughout the test sequence which presented similar challenges
to actual flight data.
Investigation of the high frequency pressure measurements revealed that the com-
bustion forcing function violates standard OMA assumptions. State of the art OMA
techniques that relax standard force assumptions and allow for harmonic excitations
were investigated. An algorithm was developed to automatically estimate the non-
stationary modal parameters throughout the test sequence with a sliding time win-
dow. A modified least squares complex exponential method was used to estimate
modal parameters in the presence of harmonic excitation. Structural modes and
harmonic forcing were successfully tracked throughout the test sequence.
The combustion forcing function was characterized by frequency and acoustic
mode shape. The forcing frequencies were identified by interpreting the spectral
kurtosis and singular value decomposition of structural responses. A linear acous-
tic model was developed to characterize the distribution of the combustion forcing
function by the chamber acoustic modes. The estimated forcing frequencies had a
maximum error of 1.2%. Predicted and measured acoustic mode-shapes showed ex-
cellent agreement with modal assurance criterion values ranging from 0.7 to 1.0.
1
1. INTRODUCTION
Combustion instability refers to sustained pressure oscillations in a combustion cham-
ber [1]. It is the result of natural pressure oscillations in the combustion chamber
coupling with unsteady heat release. The Enormous power densities and low loss
geometries of liquid rocket engines make them particularly susceptible to combustion
instabilities [2]. The consequences of combustion instability in liquid rocket engines
range from minor vibration to severing of the thrust chamber. Typically, instabili-
ties are identified and mitigated during extensive ground testing. Occasionally, an
anomalous combustion instability may cause the loss of a launch vehicle during flight.
While spectacular losses have occurred, common failures are associated with vibration
induced damage to control and navigation systems [3]. One of the greatest difficulties
with mitigating the consequences of in-flight instabilities is the limited instrumen-
tation available to characterize the forcing function. Ground test instrumentation
may include several high frequency pressure transducers capable of characterizing
frequency, amplitude, and shape of the acoustic forcing function. Operational in-
strumentation, however, may not have any direct measurement of the combustion
chamber pressure. Therefore, it is necessary to extract as much information as pos-
sible from existing instrumentation.
Acceleration telemetry data contain spectral signatures from major shock and vi-
bration flight events, including combustion instability. Historically, accelerometers
have been used as complementary instrumentation to pressure transducers in com-
bustion instability measurement. Cooling limitations may prevent penetration of the
combustion chamber wall for direct pressure measurement. In these cases, acceler-
ation measurements can be used to confirm the detection of an instability and its
frequency [4]. If acceleration and pressure measurements are taken simultaneously
during ground testing, correlations between these measurements can be extended to
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flight data to make “reasonable deductions” about the pressure force [5]. Little credi-
bility can be given to these extrapolations without considering the time varying modal
parameters of the system in the launch environment.
A method is required to characterize combustion forcing functions from accel-
eration response data. To achieve this, the relationship between the structural re-
sponse and the pressure excitation must be understood. This can be accomplished
through modal analysis. Modal parameter sensitivities to environmental and struc-
tural changes experienced during flight have prevented the extrapolation from ex-
perimentally obtained modal models to operational flight data. Recent advances in
operational modal analysis (OMA) have allowed the modal parameters of launch ve-
hicles to be tracked through typical flight events such as launch and stage separation.
The focus of this research is to estimate modal parameters during an unstable
combustion event by applying state of the art OMA techniques. The forcing fre-
quencies of the unstable combustion will be determined using quantitative tools to
separate the response due to harmonic forcing from structural resonances. The spatial
distribution of the acoustic forcing function will be approximated with an analytical
acoustic model.
1.1 Literature Review
To provide a comprehensive background of the motivation for this research and
the methods used, this literature review was divided into several subsections. First,
a review of significant historical cases of anomalous combustion instability appearing
outside of ground testing is given. Second, the effects of vibration on inertial nav-
igation systems are briefly discussed. This section concludes with an introduction




The mechanisms for the onset of instability involve physical and chemical processes
that are still not completely understood. Thus, it is necessary for ground testing
to confirm the stability of a particular rocket system. A notorious example of an
expensive combustion instability ground test program was Project First on the F-1
engine from the Apollo program. Different injector and baffle configurations were
iterated in over 2000 full scale tests between 1962 and 1965 to eliminate a transverse
instability [6]. While ground testing in the design phase has resulted in changes
which reduce amplitudes of unstable pressure oscillations, history has shown that it
is possible for instabilities to appear long after the initial deployment of a system.
In 1968, an anomalous combustion instability resulted in the loss of five fielded
Minuteman II (MMII) missiles [7]. The cause of the failures was initially unknown
which resulted in an in depth investigation. All of the motors associated with the
failures were found to have come from the same half of a production run. This
production run was later found to have fuel supplied from a different plant than usual.
The third stage of the MMII had always experienced an acceptable level of instability
throughout development. However, upon review of telemetry data associated with
this production run, it was found that the spectrum of the usual instability had
changed. With the change in fuel composition the dominant frequency now coincided
with a resonance of a hydraulic line which caused the control system to malfunction.
The MMII incident inspired a comprehensive study of the use of conventional
motor instrumentation for the characterization of combustion instability [8]. Several
highly instrumented static tests had been conducted on the third stage of the MMII
missile. The instrumentation used was designed to measure ballistic parameters,
not pressure oscillations. However, spectral signatures were found in data recorded
by linear potentiometers, thrust sensors, pressure transducers, force gauges, strain
gauges and accelerometers. Pressure transducers and accelerometers were found to be
the most appropriate for measuring combustion instability. Still, it was reported that
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the acceleration amplitudes appeared “random”. Also, resonances of the connection
tubing connecting pressure sensors to the combustion chamber distorted the measured
pressure amplitudes. It was determined that even with pressure transducers and
accelerometers, conclusions could only be made about the frequency of oscillation.
In 2007, a static test of a Lockheed Martin multiple kill vehicle, MKV-L, pro-
totype revealed a combustion instability at the first tangential mode of the divert
thruster [9]. The injector was redesigned to eliminate the combustion instability and
additional static and hover tests were performed. Highly instrumented static tests,
which included high frequency pressure transducers, revealed that the instability had
been eliminated. During the hover test vibration reappeared near the first tangential
mode of the thruster. While the kill vehicle survived the instability with no issues,
no definitive conclusions could be made about the level of instability due to reduced
frequency response of the hover test instrumentation.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.1. Lockheed Martin MKV-L static (a) and hover (b) tests [9].
In December 2010, a Missile Defense Agency (MDA) Ground Based Interceptor
(GBI) flight test, FTG-06a, failed to intercept its target. The cause was later at-
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tributed to high frequency vibration originating in the CE-II Exo-atmospheric Kill
Vehicle (EKV) thruster which caused the inertial measurement unit (IMU) to mal-
function [10]. This particular instability occurred only in a space environment and
could not be replicated in ground testing. The Government Accountability Office
(GAO), reported the cost of the of the FTG-06a flight test at $240M and expected
total costs to confirm CE-II capability approaching $1B as of February 2012 [11]. To
date, the CE-II EKV has still not completed a successful intercept. However, accord-
ing to the GAO special instrumentation has been designed for future flight tests to
better characterize the thruster forcing function.
1.1.2 IMU Sensitivity to Combustion Instability
The IMU is particularly prone to vibration failure. The excitation levels and
frequency bandwidth of the expected vibration environment are not well known in
the design stage. Due to this, standards have been developed for reliability testing.
Figure 1.2 shows a typical vibration test spectrum for an IMU derived from MIL-STD-
810-E [12]. In this approach, the lack of knowledge of the actual operational loads
is compensated for by testing for extended periods of time. The full test sequence
included functional testing for 30 minutes followed by endurance testing for three
hours and finished with another 30 minutes of functional testing. Failures can present
themselves in IMU hardware (i.e. fracture of electrical connections) or in guidance
errors due to vibration rectification.
Vibration rectification is the introduction of DC bias errors in a response signal due
to sinusoidal vibration. A strapdown IMU contains three orthogonal accelerometers
to measure linear acceleration and three orthogonal gyroscopes to measure angular
velocity. These measurements are then integrated to find the total change in position.


































































Figure 1.2. Functional (a) and endurance (b) test spectra for IMU reliability testing,
Power Spectral Density ( ) and sweep rate ( ) [12].
These non-linearities can be represented by a polynomial in the input-output rela-
tionship [13],




where y(t) is the output of the system. If the input x(t) is a sinusoidal excitation,
x(t) = A sin(ωt) (1.2)
the even order terms in Equation (1.1) contain a static term. For example,




where the static term A
2
2
is the vibration rectification. Because the IMU measures
position, the acceleration is integrated twice resulting in bias errors on the order of t2
for unaccounted non-linear terms. Combustion instabilities provide a high amplitude
harmonic forcing function similar to Equation (1.2). The effect of the forcing function
on the IMU sensors is amplified or attenuated by the dynamical pathway between
the sensor and combustion chamber. OMA provides a means to characterize the
structural dynamics between the IMU sensor and combustion forcing function. This
relationship can also be used to infer the unmeasured forcing function for recreation
in sensor reliability tests.
1.1.3 Operational Modal Analysis
Theory
This section lays out the mathematical foundation of Operational Modal Analysis
beginning from the more traditional Experimental Modal Anlysis (EMA). Excellent
explanations of the mathematical theory and signal processing techniques required
for the practical implementation of OMA have been given by Chauhan in [14] and
Parloo in [15]. Much of the author’s understanding and the content of this section is
credited to those dissertations.
Dynamic models of critical structures are necessary to ensure their safety and reli-
ability during operation. In complex structures, analytical and finite element models
have significant limitations when it comes to modeling the effects of parameters such
8
as damping, nonlinearity, and boundary conditions. To compensate, these methods
are typically complemented by an experimentally obtained dynamic model. The tra-
ditional method is to apply EMA. In EMA, a structure is artificially excited by a
measured excitation and the response is simultaneously recorded. The frequency re-
sponse function (FRF) is the transfer function which relates the response of a system
to the applied forces,
{Y (ω)} = [H(ω)]{F (ω)} (1.4)
where {Y (ω)} is the vector of responses, [H(ω)] is the FRF matrix, and {F (ω)} is the
force vector. The FRF for an experimentally measured input output pair is obtained





where Gyf is the cross-power spectrum between the input f and the output y, and
Gff is the auto-power spectrum of the input [16]. The expansion of the FRF into

















where Qr is the scale factor for mode r, the vector {ψr} is the shape of mode r and
∗,H ,T represent the complex conjugate, conjugate transpose, and transpose respec-
tively. The complex modal frequency, λr, is given by,
λr = σr + jωr (1.7)
9
where the real part σr is the damping factor, and the imaginary part ωr, is the damped
natural frequency. The time domain equivalent of the FRF is the impulse response














Equations (1.6) and (1.8) show that the FRF and IRF are fully characterized by the
systems modal parameters. The Goal of EMA is to extract these modal parameters
from experimentally measured FRFs. The experimentally obtained modal model
has several applications including updating theoretical models, conducting sensitivity
analyses, and force identification.
There are several limitations with EMA that restrict its applications. EMA is typ-
ically done in a laboratory setting with simulated boundary conditions and controlled
environmental parameters. These conditions may vary greatly from the actual oper-
ating environment. This is especially true for aerospace structures. Launch vehicles
are subject to an array of shock and vibration events including lift-off, trans-sonic,
stage separation, and potentially combustion instability. Each of these events occur
in different environments varying from sea level to space. Additionally, the mass and
stiffness properties are constantly changing during operation due to the expenditure
of fuel and changing pressures.
The requirement for force measurement may also be impractical for certain appli-
cations. This is especially true for large structures that are difficult and expensive to
artificially excite. A field of modal analysis which measures modal parameters from
response only measurements called Operational Modal Analysis, has been created to
address these issues.
In OMA, instead of applying an artificial load, the structure is excited by natural
or ambient forces. Natural forces commonly include wind or traffic for civil structures
and self-generated forces in mechanical structures. The fundamental assumptions of
OMA are:
10
1. The force is spectrally white, i.e. broadband and constant.
2. The force is spatially white, i.e. equally distributed and uncorrelated.
If these assumptions hold true, it can be shown that the response spectrum is pro-
portional to the FRF [14]. This is shown by again considering Equation (1.4). The
Hermitian conjugate of Equation (1.4) is given by,
{Y (ω)}H = ([H(ω)]{F (ω)})H (1.9)
noting that,
([H(ω)]{F (ω)})H = {F (ω)}H[H(ω)]H (1.10)
and multiplying Equation (1.9) by Equation (1.4) gives,
{Y (ω)}{Y (ω)}H = [H(ω)]{F (ω)}{F (ω)}H[H(ω)]H (1.11)
where {Y (ω)}{Y (ω)}H is the cross-power spectral density (CPSD) matrix of the
response, here after written as [Gyy] and {F (ω)}{F (ω)}
H is the force CPSD matrix,
here after referred to as [Gff ]. If the forces are uncorrelated then [Gff ] is a diagonal
matrix. If the forces are evenly distributed and flat in the frequency range of interest
then [Gff ] is a constant multiplied by an identity matrix. Applying these assumptions,
to Equation (1.11) yields the fundamental equation of OMA,
[Gyy] ∝ [H(ω)][H(ω)]
H (1.12)
which shows that the response CPSD matrix is proportional to the FRF matrix.



























where {K}r is the operational reference vector which is dependent on the unknown























λrk∆t k < 0
(1.14)
where k is the time lag and ∆t is the sampling interval. The response CPSD and
cross-correlations are twice the order of the standard modal model, containing both
positive and negative poles and their conjugates. It is clear from Equation (1.14)
that all of the necessary modal information is included in the positive time lags of
the cross-correlation function. In practical application, only the positive time lags are
used to reduce the model order. The model order reduction can be extended to the
frequency domain by estimating the CPSD matrix by the correlogram method using
only the positive time lags of the cross-correlations [14].
OMA Applications to Launch Vehicles
Critical launch vehicle components, such as guidance systems and payloads, are
sensitive to vibration. The design of these components relies heavily on finite element
models and their ability to predict the structural dynamics of a rocket system in
operation. Models are updated by traditional experimental modal analysis in a lab-
oratory setting. The effects of the non-stationary structural dynamics of the system
can be simulated by testing in several discrete configurations (i.e. with or without
lower stages, variable amounts of fuel, etc.). Other parameters, such as compressive
loads from thrust, free boundary conditions, internal pressures and temperatures, and
non-linearities due to high amplitude excitation, are more difficult to simulate.
A few missile systems have implemented OMA for tracking time-varying modes.
One of the earliest examples is presented in James et al. [17]. The guidance system
design of the Strategic Targeting System (STARS) missile relied heavily on predic-
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tions based on finite element models which were validated by EMA. Several bias
errors inherent to the laboratory setting were identified including those listed in the
previous paragraph. In order to mitigate these biases, EMA was conducted under sev-
eral different test configurations. This allowed extrapolations to be made for modal
frequency estimates during flight. An OMA was conducted from telemetered flight
data using the natural excitation technique (NExT) [18] to verify the extrapolations.
The OMA results identified errors in predicted natural frequencies of up to 20% [19].
An interesting aspect of the STARS missile OMA is that the sensors used were the
existing IMU accelerometers. The ability to use existing sensors adds significant cost
benefits as well as the possibility to perform OMA on historical data.
Similar studies of flight data have since been conducted on the space shuttle [20],
the Ares-1-X Rocket [21], the RR1 lander, and the Pad Abort 1 escape system [22]. In
each of these studies sliding windows were applied to estimate the modal parameters
as a function of time. Flight events ranged from lift off to stage separation. However,
none of these studies included effects of combustion instability.
Recently, Fransen et al. [23] conducted an OMA on the European Space Agen-
cies VEGA launcher. Fransen used a modified Least Squares Complex Exponential
(LSCE) modal parameter estimation algorithm developed by Mohanty in [24]. The
modified LSCE algorithm explicitly included known harmonic forcing as undamped
modes. In [24] it was shown that including the harmonics yielded accurate modal
parameters even when harmonics were close to the modal frequencies of the system.
In [23] this method was used to explicitly include the acoustic modes of the combus-
tion chamber of the VEGA launch vehicle. The application of the modified LSCE
algorithm resulted in modal frequencies being identified at a lower model order than
the original LSCE method. However, it was apparent from the output PSD pre-
sented that no high amplitude combustion instability was present at the predicted
acoustic frequencies. The modified LSCE algorithm was also used in this work, but
extended to the situation where harmonic forces at the acoustic resonant frequencies
are dominant in the response PSD.
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1.2 Objectives
This research had two main objectives. First, to estimate structural modal pa-
rameters from operational response data collected during unstable combustion and
second to characterize the combustion forcing function by its frequency and shape.
To accomplish the first objective an algorithm had to be developed to analyze large
amounts of non-stationary response data and accommodate narrow-band harmonic
forcing. For the second objective, a method to distinguish harmonic response from
structural resonances had to be applied to determine the harmonic forcing frequen-
cies. An analytical acoustic model was also necessary to determine the acoustic mode
shapes that governed the distribution of the forcing function.
The Continuously Variable Resonance Combustor (CVRC) was used as a test
bed for the collection of operational response data. The CVRC is a single element
liquid rocket engine at Purdue University which has the unique capability of con-
tinuously varying its oxidizer tube length. The modal properties of the CVRC are
non-stationary during the test sequence due to changing internal pressures and tem-
perature gradients in the chamber wall. Non-stationary modal parameters and vari-
able stability levels made the CVRC an ideal source of operational response data rich
with relevant challenges.
1.3 Summary of Document
The remaining chapters describe the research performed to satisfy the objectives
previously outlined. Chapter 2 gives a detailed description of the CVRC and its
operation. Instrumentation and test scenarios are also described. In Chapter 3 a
preliminary experimental modal analysis is conducted on the CVRC. Damped natural
frequencies and mode shapes were found. Spatial information from the mode shapes
was used to determine appropriate instrumentation locations for operational testing.
In Chapter 4 an operational modal analysis is conducted. Peaks in the response
due to harmonic forcing are distinguished from structural resonances. The distur-
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bance to the response spectra caused by harmonic forcing is minimized by explicitly
including them in the modal parameter estimation process as undamped structural
modes. Finally, an automated MPE algorithm is developed which applies a sliding
time window to the response data over the entire test sequence. Harmonic forces are
identified and modal parameters are estimated for each time window.
In Chapter 5 the combustion forcing function is characterized. The frequency is
found by examining the spectral kurtosis and singular value decomposition of the
response. An analytical acoustic analysis is used to determine the theoretical acous-
tic mode shapes. The estimated frequencies and mode shapes are compared with
measured pressure data. Chapter 6 summarizes the document and gives conclusions.
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2. TEST BENCH AND PROCEDURES
The Continuously Variable Resonance Combustor (CVRC) is a highly instrumented,
single element, liquid rocket engine with a significant history in combustion instability
research at Purdue University. The stability of the CVRC is influenced by the amount
of acoustic damping provided to the combustion chamber by the oxidizer post [25].
The unique capability of the CVRC is the ability to tune the length of the oxidizer
post for desired stability conditions. This is accomplished by a choked oxidizer inlet
mounted to a translating shaft. The shaft can be fixed for a desired stability condition
or translated for a broad range of stability conditions in a single test. Details of the
design and applications of the CVRC have been significantly documented in [26, 27].
The CVRC was used as a test bench for performing operational modal analysis
on a liquid rocket engine. Although the CVRC is a fixed test bench, non-stationary
structural dynamics throughout the test sequence due to shifts in mean pressure and
increasing wall temperature present similar challenges to those found in the launch
environment. The addition of variable combustion stability made the CVRC an ex-
cellent source of operational data, rich with relevant challenges. Several operational
tests were conducted under varying stability conditions. Over the course of these
tests, the approach to measuring structural response evolved from laser displacement
transducers to accelerometers. This chapter presents an overview of the CVRC hard-
ware, instrumentation, and operation. A description of each operational test is also
provided.
2.1 Test Bench
The primary components of the CVRC are shown in Figure 2.1. The fuel sys-


















Figure 2.1. Cross-section view of the CVRC showing primary components.
inlet, and coaxial fuel injector. The gas generator is a catalyst bed which decom-
poses 90% hydrogen peroxide into 42% O2 and 58% H2O by weight at approximately
1400◦ Fahrenheit [26]. The oxidizer flows from the gas generator into a manifold and
through the choked inlet to the oxidizer post. Figure 2.2 shows a detail view of the
choked oxidizer inlet. The oxidizer inlet is choked for simplified acoustic boundary
conditions and to decouple of the propellant feed system from the combustion dy-
namics. Figure 2.3 shows detail views of the CVRC fuel injector assembly. Fuel is
introduced through a coaxial injector upstream of the combustion chamber. Fuel is
evenly distributed around a collar by 36 radial orifices. The collar creates an annular
flow of fuel concentric to the oxidizer flow. The CVRC is capable of using both liquid
and gaseous fuels. Gaseous methane was used for all experiments conducted here.
The combustion chamber is a thick walled cylinder made of AISI 1040 carbon steel
that is 15 inches long with a 1.77 inch inside diameter and a 4.5 inch outside diam-
eter [26]. The chamber consists of 3 modular sections with ports for high frequency




Figure 2.2. Detail views of the CVRC choked oxidizer inlet [27].
tions are short enough that the chamber walls do not reach failure temperatures [26].
Heat sink combustors are designed to never reach steady state, i.e., there is always
a changing temperature gradient in the wall during test firing [4]. The design of the
combustion chamber offered two benefits to this research. First, the thick walls of
the chamber were stiff compared to its boundary conditions, allowing it to be mod-
eled independent of the remainder of the CVRC. Second, the transient temperature









Figure 2.3. Detail views of the CVRC fuel injector assembly [27].
2.2 Test Sequence
The CVRC is operated by Professor William Anderson’s research group at Purdue
University. Safe operation of the CVRC was provided by Thomas Feldman [27].
Details of the step by step operation of the CVRC including set up and shut down
can be found in [27]. In this section significant events occurring during the test firing
portion of the test sequence are outlined.
Tests were performed under three different stability conditions: stable, unstable,
and translating. Oxidizer post lengths for stable and unstable combustion have been
experimentally determined by previous investigators [26]. Stable tests were conducted
with the oxidizer post at a fixed length of 7.5 inches. Unstable tests were conducted
with the oxidizer post at a fixed length of 5.5 inches. Translating tests varied the
oxidizer post length between 7.5 inches and 3.5 inches at a rate of 2 inches per second.
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Spectrograms of high frequency pressure measurements for each test scenario are
given in Figure 2.4. The spectrograms show spectral energy distribution of the com-
bustion chamber pressure as a function of time. Major events in the 8 second test
sequence are recognizable in the spectrograms in Figure 2.4. Oxidizer is allowed to
flow for the first 4 seconds before fuel is introduced. The CVRC relies on auto-
ignition of the fuel. The 4 second delay is to ensure that the oxidizer has reached
steady state temperature and pressure before introducing fuel. At 4 seconds the fuel
valve is opened. A 25 mL slug of Jet Propellant 8 (JP-8) is inserted into the fuel
line to aid in ignition of the gaseous methane. The two broadband pressure spikes
appearing at approximately 4 seconds in the spectrograms are the result of the JP-8
and methane ignitions respectively. After ignition, each test case behaves differently.
In the unstable case, high frequency pressure oscillations appear spontaneously with a
fundamental frequency of approximately 1350 Hz. These oscillations are recognizable
in Figure 2.4a by dark horizontal lines indicating large amounts of energy concen-
trated in a narrow frequency band. Peak to peak pressure amplitudes for unstable
tests were on the order of 100 psi which was approximately 50% of the chamber mean
pressure. The stable test in Figure 2.4b is similar to Figure 2.4a with lower ampli-
tude pressure oscillations on the order of 10 psi. There is also a slight difference in
the fundamental frequency between the stable and unstable case due to the change in
oxidizer post length. In the translating test the shaft begins to translate at 5 seconds.
The onset of instability can be seen in Figure 2.4c at approximately 5.75 seconds and
an oxidizer tube length of 6.3 inches. An upward trend in frequency can be seen as
the oxidizer tube length continues to decrease. Eventually, a stable condition is again



























Typical Unstable Pressure Spectrogram








































Typical Stable Pressure Spectrogram








































Typical Translating Pressure Spectrogram














(c) Pressure spectrogram for translating test.
Figure 2.4. Pressure spectrograms for typical unstable, stable, and translating tests.
2.3 Instrumentation
High frequency and mean pressure measurements were taken along the axis of
the CVRC combustion chamber using Kulite model WCT-312M-3000A (or similar)
pressure transducers. Four transducers in the front section, closest to the injector,
and one in the rear section are used to characterize the longitudinal acoustic mode
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shapes. Figure 2.1 shows the locations of the pressure transducers. Combustion
chamber surface temperatures were measured with type K thermocouples at 0.5,
11.5, and 14.5 inches measured axially from the injector face. While the CVRC was
instrumented with numerous other diversely purposed sensors [26], the pressure and
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Figure 2.5. Locations of high frequency pressure (•), mean pressure (•), and
thermocouple sensors (•).
The structural response was measured by both laser displacement sensors and ac-
celerometers. Initially, 12 Keyence model LK-H157 laser displacement sensors were
used. Laser displacement sensors were chosen because the surface temperature of
the combustion chamber was expected to exceed operational limits of contact ac-
celerometers. There were, however, two disadvantages to using displacement sensors.
First, displacement signals are less sensitive to high frequency vibration than accel-
eration, this is shown by the frequency domain relationship between acceleration and
displacement,
ÿ(ω) = −ω2y(ω), (2.1)
where ÿ(ω) is the Fourier transform of the acceleration and y(ω) is the Fourier trans-
form of the displacement. Second, a fixture was required to mount the lasers at their
optimum distance to target which was specified by the manufacturer as 5.91 inches.
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The addition of the mounting fixture allowed for vibration to be transferred through
the fixture to the laser head itself. Fortunately, early tests revealed that surface tem-
peratures remained within operational limits of accelerometers that were available in
inventory. Considering the disadvantages outlined above, a second series of tests were
conducted using accelerometers.
Three data acquisition systems (DAQ) were used. Two DAQs were used for the
native CVRC instrumentation. A high speed DAQ sampled high frequency pressure
transducers at 100 kHz and a low speed DAQ was used to sample mean pressure and
surface temperatures at 500 Hz. Structural responses were sampled on a third DAQ
at 25600 Hz. The high frequency pressure transducer and structural response DAQs
shared a common trigger.
2.4 Test Series
A total of 11 operational tests were conducted. The first five tests used laser
displacement sensors and the final six tests used accelerometers to measure structural
response. All tests used five axially spaced high frequency pressure transducers to
characterize the acoustic forcing function in the combustion chamber. Surface tem-
perature measurements were taken with the first five tests. Tests were alternated
between stable, unstable and translating. Table 2.1 gives a summary of all tests
conducted. Tests O9-O11, highlighted in yellow, were chosen for in depth analysis.
Detailed descriptions of each test and further justification for transitioning from laser
displacement sensors to accelerometers are given in Appendix A.
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O1 7.5-3.5 Translating Laser
Trial test to determine
appropriate laser
settings
O2 7.5-3.5 Translating Laser
Trial test to determine
appropriate laser
settings
O3 7.5-3.5 Translating Laser-Accel
Successful test, laser
head 12 malfunction
O4 5.5 Unstable Laser-Accel
Successful test, laser
head 12 malfunction
O5 7.5 Stable Laser-Accel
Successful test, laser
head 12 malfunction
O6 5.5 Unstable Accel
Trial test to determine
appropriate
accelerometer sensitivity




O8 7.5 Stable Accel
Unsuccessful test, DAQ
trigger failed













(a) Test fire of CVRC instrumented with laser displacement sensors.
(b) Test fire of CVRC instrumented with accelerometers.
Figure 2.6. Photographs of the CVRC instrumented with laser displacement sensors
(a) and accelerometers (b).
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3. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTAL MODAL ANALYSIS
Experimental modal analysis (EMA) decomposes measured data into a mathemat-
ical system model called the modal model. The modal model is comprised of the
system’s modal properties, specifically complex modal frequencies, mode shapes, and
modal scaling. A modal impact test was conducted to create a partial modal model
(damped natural frequencies and mode shapes) of the continuously variable resonance
combustor (CVRC) combustion chamber. The primary focus of the experiment was
to obtain the spatial information necessary to determine sensor placement for oper-
ational testing. An introduction to EMA theory is given before the details of the
CVRC impact test are discussed. The results of the CVRC impact test are then used
to determine sensor placement for operational testing.
3.1 EMA Theory
An understanding of the underlying system model is critical for interpreting the
















where [M ], [C], and [K] are the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices respectively.
Taking the Fourier transform of both sides reduces this second order differential equa-
tion to a system of algebraic equations,
[
jω[C] + [K]− ω2[M ]
]
{Y (jω)} = {F (jω)} (3.2)
where {Y (jω)} and {F (jω)} are the Fourier transforms of the response and the
forcing function respectively. The left matrix in Equation (3.2) is known as the
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impedance function [B(jω)]. The equation of motion can be solved for the response
by pre-multiplying both sides by the inverse of the impedance function,
{Y (jω)} = [B(jω)]−1{F (jω)} = [H(jω)]{F (jω)} (3.3)
where the frequency response function (FRF) matrix, [H(jω)], is the inverse of
[B(jω)]. Expressing the FRF in terms of the adjoint, [B(jω)]A, and determinate,
det[B(jω)], of the impedance function separates the temporal modal and spatial










The roots of the determinate, λr, appear in complex conjugate pairs and are the com-
plex modal frequencies of the system which contain information about both damping
and resonant frequencies,
λr = σr + jωr (3.5)
where σr and ωr are the damping factor and damped natural frequency for mode r.
The numerator of the FRF matrix, the adjoint of the impedance matrix, contains the





where γr is a scaling constant and {ψr} is the modal vector for mode r. The polyno-
mial fraction in Equation (3.4) can be simplified to a summation of poles and residues













where [Ar] is the residue matrix for mode r. The residues in Equation (3.7) are
proportional to [B(λr)]


















where Qr is the modal scaling. Equation (3.8) is the modal model and shows that the
FRF can be expressed as the superposition of contributions from individual modes of
vibration.
3.2 CVRC Experimental Modal Analysis
A modal impact test was performed on the CVRC combustion chamber in prepa-
ration for operational testing. Operational modal testing of time-variant structures,
such as the CVRC, requires all responses to be measured simultaneously. Factors
such as cost, data acquisition, and mass loading typically limit the number of sensors
used. An experimentally obtained modal model can be used to evaluate the amount
of spatial independence retained by specific measurement locations. The spatial in-
formation of the modes discovered by the CVRC impact test was used to evaluate
measurement locations for operational testing.
The CVRC combustion chamber is comprised of three modular, thick-walled cylin-
ders. The combustion chamber is supported in the middle by a hollow cross beam
and mated to the remainder of the CVRC assembly through the fuel injector sleeve,
which is compressed between the forward section of the combustion chamber and the
oxidizer tube. Figure 3.1 shows a picture of the combustion chamber sections and
boundary conditions. Because the combustion chamber is significantly stiffer than the
hollow cross-beam and the fuel-injector interface to the oxidizer tube, it is reasonable
to model the combustion chamber as a free-free thick cylinder that is independent of
the rest of the CVRC.
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(a) CVRCcombustion chamber hardware and boundary conditions.
(b) CVRC combustion chamber simpified boundary conditions.
Figure 3.1. CVRC combustion chamber configuration and boundary conditions.
Impacts were made with a modal impact hammer, which was fitted with a stainless
steel tip to excite a broad frequency bandwidth. The combustion chamber was struck
at 104 impact locations. A grid of the impact locations is shown in Figure 3.2.
Thirteen axial locations included three points on each chamber section and one point
on each flange. At each axial location, impacts were applied every 45◦ around the
circumference of the combustion chamber.
Two tri-axial accelerometers, oriented consistent with the coordinate system in
Figure 3.1, measured the response at points 53 and 65. Single axis accelerometers
were placed at points 13, 26, 39, 52, 78, and 104. Accelerometer locations are shown
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Figure 3.2. Impact locations for experimental modal analysis.
Figure 3.3. Accelerometer locations for experimental modal analysis. Tri-axial
accelerometers were located at 53 and 65, and single-axis accelerometers were
located at 13, 26, 39, 52, 78, and 104.
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Table 3.1. Modal impact test instrumentation matrix.
Instrument Model [PCB] Sensitivity Location
Impact Hammer 086C03 10mV
lbf
1-104
Tri-Ax Accel 356A32 100mV
g
53
Tri-Ax Accel 356A32 100mV
g
65
Single-Ax Accel 352C68 100mV
g
13
Single-Ax Accel 352C68 100mV
g
26
Single-Ax Accel 352C68 100mV
g
39
Single-Ax Accel 352C68 100mV
g
52
Single-Ax Accel 352C68 100mV
g
78
Single-Ax Accel 352C68 100mV
g
104
in Figure 3.3. The accelerometer configuration was chosen to ensure that sufficient
response was recorded for impacts at all locations and in all directions. However, an
initial review of the data indicated that the X and Y axes of the tri-axial accelerom-
eters at points 53 and 65 were sufficient. For simplicity, results are presented using
only those four channels. Time histories of force and response measurements were
recorded for one second at a sample rate of 25600 Hz using a National Instruments
(NI) cDAQ-9178 chassis with four NI 9234 four-channel data acquisition modules. A
list of instrumentation used is provided in Table 3.1.
3.2.1 Impact Test Signal Processing
Estimating FRFs from measured response and force signals is the first step in
analyzing modal data. The H1 estimator, which assumes that noise only exists on
the response measurement, was used to estimate FRFs. While there are several
estimation techniques which rely on different assumptions [16], the H1 estimator is
the most common for impact testing because the operator has control over the input
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but not the response. The derivation for the H1 estimator can be shown by adding
noise to the response in Equation 3.3,
{Y (jω)}+ {η(jω)} = [H(jω)]{F (jω)} (3.9)
where {η(jω)} is uncorrelated noise [15]. Post-multiplying both sides by the conjugate
transpose of the force {F (jω)}H gives,
{Y (jω)}{F (jω)}H + {η(jω)}{F (jω)}H = [H(jω)]{F (jω)}{F (jω)}H (3.10)
where {Y (jω)}{F (jω)}H is the cross-power spectrum between the force and the re-
sponse [Gyf ] and {F (jω)}{F (jω)}
H is the auto-power spectrum of the force [Gff ].
Because the noise is uncorrelated with the force, {η(jω)}{F (jω)}H goes to zero. The
H1 estimate can now be found by solving for the FRF,
H1 = [Gyf ][Gff ]
−1. (3.11)















{F [k](jω)}{F [k](ω)}H (3.13)
where Nave is the number of averages. In this case, five impacts were made at each
input location for spectral averaging. The entire FRF estimation process is shown







































































































Figure 3.5. Driving point FRF at point 53 showing coherence and input auto-power
spectrum, left axis: FRF magnitude [ g
lbf
]( ), input auto-power spectra [lbf 2] ( )
right axis: coherence ( ).
Before decomposing the FRF into modal properties, some discussion of the useful
frequency range is warranted. The Nyquist frequency is an absolute limit set by the





where in this case fsampling is 25600 Hz and fNyquist is 12800 Hz. In addition to the
Nyquist frequency, the useful frequency range is limited to the range that is excited
by the input force. The coherence indicates the causality of the FRF on a scale from







and is a convenient pairing with the H1 estimator because the only additional calcula-
tion is the output auto-power spectrum [Gyy]. Some drops in coherence are expected
and are not necessarily an indication of a poor measurement, for example at anti-
resonances where there is little response of the system. The coherence can be used
with the input auto-power spectrum to determine the causal portion of the FRF.
Interpretation of the input auto-power spectrum is quite subjective with published
acceptable roll off values varying from -3 dB to -20 dB [30] [31]. It is most important
that the input auto-power spectrum be reasonably flat with no sharp drops or spikes.
An example driving point FRF from the CVRC is shown in Figure 3.5. The effect
of the input roll off is recognizable by the gradual drop in coherence above 12000
Hz. This is followed by a steep drop which is likely due to the anti-aliasing filter.
However, the roll off is reasonably smooth throughout the rest of the frequency range.
All frequencies were considered up to 12000 Hz.
3.2.2 Modal Parameter Estimation
Decomposition of the FRF into a full modal model typically requires at least two
steps, one for the temporal modal properties and one for the spatial modal prop-
erties. Modal parameter estimation (MPE) algorithms are designated as temporal
or spatial depending on which properties are estimated first. The Complex Mode
Indicator Function (CMIF) is a spatial MPE technique which estimates mode shapes
and damped natural frequencies in a single step. The CMIF technique was used since
mode shapes and model order were the primary objective of the CVRC impact test.
The CMIF is computed by taking the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the










where [U(jω)] is a column matrix of the left singular vectors, [Σ(jω)] is a diagonal
matrix of singular values, and [V (jω)]H is a column matrix of the right singular
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vectors. NL and NS are the long and short dimensions of the FRF matrix. In this
case NL corresponds to the 104 impact degrees of freedom and NS corresponds to the
4 accelerometer reference degrees of freedom.
Equation (3.16) can be related to the partial fraction form of the FRF by applying
a few manipulations to Equation (3.7). The summation in Equation (3.7) can be
simplified to a single term by not explicitly showing that modes appear in complex
conjugate pairs. Also Equation (3.7) must be adapted for a non-symmetric FRF














where {L}r is the modal participation vector for mode r. The summation can be

























where [Ψ] and [L] are column matrices of the modal vectors and modal participa-
tion vectors respectively. Assuming the number of modes contributing at a single
frequency is less than NS , the columns of the left singular matrix are proportional
to the mode shapes, the columns of the right singular matrix are proportional to the
modal participation vectors, and the singular values are proportional to the modal
scaling over the difference between the frequency and the pole. The closer the fre-
quency is to the pole, the larger the singular value becomes. Hence, damped natural
frequencies are estimated by identifying peaks in the plot of the singular values. The
plot is known as the CMIF and there are as many lines as there are reference degrees
of freedom. Figure 3.6 shows the CMIF for the CVRC modal impact test. The first
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line is the primary mode indicator function and peaks are identified in this line first.




















Figure 3.6. Complex Mode Indicator Function of the CVRC modal impact test.
3.3 Results
Modes were identified from the CMIF plot with an automatic peak picking algo-
rithm. Initially every peak was chosen as a candidate mode. To distinguish between
actual modes and spurious peaks, the mode shapes associated with each peak were
compared using the modal assurance criterion (MAC), which is a scalar value between
zero and one representing the degree of linearity between two modal vectors [33]. The








When mode shapes of adjacent peaks produced a MAC value greater than 0.7, the
lesser of the two peaks was assumed to be spurious and was removed from the set.
The elimination process resulted in 18 modes. The identified peaks and MAC plots


























































(d) MAC plot of CVRC mode shapes.
Figure 3.7. CMIF and MAC plots of CVRC modal impact test.
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The 18 modes consisted primarily of rigid body, bending, and radial modes. The
configuration of the test did not allow for identification of axial and torsional rigid
body modes; however, rigid translation and rotation in the X and Y directions were
found. Rigid translations occurred at frequencies below 2% of the first free-free flex-
ural frequency. Rigid rotations occurred as repeated roots at approximately 16% of
the first free-free flexural frequency. The low frequency rigid body modes support
that the combustion chamber can be modeled independently. Only one mode was
found in violation of the free-free assumption. A mode at 557 Hz was found that
appeared to be a global bending mode involving more components of the CVRC than
those modeled. First and second free-free bending modes were found in both X and Y
directions. Pure radial modes and radial modes with shear (i.e. the cross section was
not constant) were found above 10000 Hz. Interestingly, in addition to the expected
bending and radial modes, there were several modes where chamber sections acted
as individual beams. Each of the modes are described in Table 3.2. All of the mode
shapes are shown in Appendix B. Four sample modes are shown in Figure 3.8.
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1 17 Rigid translation in X
2 35 Rigid translation in Y
3 264 Rigid rotation on Y axis
4 264 Rigid rotation on X axis
5 557 Bending in X of whole CVRC
6 1637 1st bending in X
7 1942 1st bending in Y
8 2486 Rigid translation in Y of rear chamber section
9 3525 2nd bending in Y
10 3978
Rigid rotation on X axis of middle chamber
section
11 4816
Rigid translation in X middle section out of
phase with forward and rear
12 6212 No classification
13 6918 2nd bending in X
14 7661 No classification
15 9049
1st bending of middle and forward chamber
sections
16 10971 Pure radial mode: m=0 n=2*
17 11087 Radial mode with shear : m=1 n=2
18 11522 Radial mode with shear: m=2 n=2
*m=mode order axial direction (number of cross-sections), n=mode order
circumferential direction (number of lobes) [34]
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(a) Mode 7: 1st bending in Y at 1942 Hz. (b) Mode 11: Rigid translation in X middle
section out of phase with forward and rear section
at 4816 Hz.
(c) Mode 13: 2nd bending in X at 6918 Hz. (d) Mode 18: Radial mode with shear: m=1 n=2
at 11522 Hz.
Figure 3.8. Example CVRC combustion chamber mode shapes.
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3.3.1 Sensor Placement
Sensor placement is a key issue with operational modal analysis. If the modal
properties of the system under consideration cannot be assumed stationary, all re-
sponse measurements must be taken simultaneously. Weight and cost constraints
typically require that a minimal number of sensors be optimally placed. The number
of sensors for operational testing on the CVRC was originally limited by inventory to
twelve laser displacement sensors. Due to time constraints, sensor placement for oper-
ational testing was determined based on visualization of the mode shapes and ease of
fixture fabrication. Several methods have been developed that reduce a large number
of degrees of freedom from preliminary testing to a desired subset while attempting
to retain the maximum linear independence of measured mode shapes [35]. In order
to evaluate the qualitatively determined measurement locations, they were compared
with measurement locations chosen by the MinMAC sensor placement algorithm [36].
Both sensor placement sets were compared against a calibration set which included
all 104 locations from the impact test.
The mode shapes contain the spatial information necessary to determine optimal
measurement locations. Typically, desirable measurement locations will be those that
retain the maximum spatial independence of the modal matrix (the maximum amount
of unique information) and allow visualization of each measured mode shape. The
number of sensors available for operational testing was fewer than the number of
modes in the frequency range of interest. For a non rank deficient modal matrix, 12
target modes had to be selected from the original 18 modes. The target modes were
chosen by removing the four rigid body modes (1-4), and the two highest frequency
modes (17,18). The modal matrix was formed from the 12 remaining modal vectors.
The target modes consisted primarily of combustion chamber bending and motion
of individual chamber sections. For the qualitatively determined sensor placements,
it was decided that at least two points on each chamber section in both the X and Y
directions would be required for visualization. Because there are three sections, this
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required all 12 available sensors. It was also determined that horizontal and vertical
measurements should be at the same axial locations for ease of fixture fabrication.
Sensor locations and a MAC plot of the associated truncated modal vectors are shown
in Figure 3.9.

















(b) Auto-MAC of reduced modal matrix with
visualization sensor placements.
Figure 3.9. Sensor placement locations chosen by visualization.
The MinMAC algorithm focuses on identifying DOFs that minimize the spatial
dependence of the truncated modal vector by minimizing the MAC value between
measured modal vectors. The MinMAC algorithm begins with an initial set of sensor
locations chosen to ensure visualization of the mode shapes. Additional DOFs are
cycled one at a time from a set of candidate DOFs, and the maximum off diagonal
MAC term is computed. Once all of the DOFs have been cycled, the DOF which
resulted in the minimum off diagonal MAC is added to the measurement set. This
procedure is repeated until the number of desired measurement locations is reached
[36]. The first six points were chosen as the initial visualization set and consisted of
one point in the horizontal and vertical directions at the forward end of each chamber
section. The remaining six points were added using the MinMAC algorithm. The
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sensor placements and MAC plot for the MinMAC algorithm measurement locations
are shown in Figure 3.10.

















(b) Auto-MAC of reduced modal matrix with
minMAC sensor placments.
Figure 3.10. Sensor placement locations chosen by the minMAC algorithm.
The condition number of the modal matrix and the root mean square value of the
off-diagonal MAC elements (RMS MAC) were used to quantify the quality of sen-
sor locations. Both are measures of the linear independence of the measured modal
matrix. The condition number is a measure of how well conditioned a matrix is for
inversion with value of one indicating perfect linear independence and a value greater
than one for increasing linear dependence. The RMS MAC is an average measure
of modal vector dependence [37]. Figure 3.11 shows the comparison of condition
number and RMS MAC for the calibration set and each sensor placement set. The
sensor placements chosen by the MinMAC algorithm had slightly superior linear in-
dependence by both indicators. The RMS MAC values were nearly identical and
the condition number was within one order of magnitude. Both sets demonstrated
reasonable agreement with the calibration set. It was determined that the visualiza-
tion sensor placements were appropriate for operational testing and preferred over


































Figure 3.11. Comparison of sensor placement sets for operational testing: condition
number ( ), RMS MAC ( ).
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4. OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS
4.1 Operational Modal Analysis
Operational modal analysis (OMA) uses structural responses due to a system’s
natural excitation to estimate modal parameters. There are obvious cost benefits to
omitting artificial excitation from the experimental process. However, to the engineer
the more profound impact is that the system can be analyzed in its operational envi-
ronment subject to actual boundary conditions. The enormous potential of OMA is
bridled by limiting assumptions that must be made about the excitation. Standard
assumptions for most OMA algorithms assume that the excitation is uniformly dis-
tributed white noise. These assumptions are valid for a wide range of civil structures
(bridge subject to traffic, building subject to wind) leading to the early adoption
of OMA by the civil engineering community. Recent advances in OMA which relax
the standard assumptions have allowed for OMA to be applied to a wider range of
mechanical structures where excitations are typically self-generated and more likely
to be colored and/or contain harmonic forcing.
This chapter gives an introduction to OMA modal parameter estimation (MPE)
under standard assumptions. With a foundation laid in standard OMA, a review in
the state of the art in OMA MPE subject to colored excitation is given. Finally,
an automated algorithm is developed to estimate the non-stationary modal parame-
ters of the CVRC throughout the test sequence while simultaneously identifying the
combustion instability forcing frequencies.
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4.2 Standard Operational Modal Parameter Estimation
The governing equations of OMA were derived in Chapter 1. To briefly review, it
was shown that the response cross-power spectral density (CPSD) matrix is a function





























If the force is spectrally white, i.e. flat in the frequency domain, then [Gff (ω)]
becomes independent of frequency and reduces to a constant,
[Gxx(ω)] = F [I] (4.3)


































where the operational reference vector {Kr} is a function of the unknown force. The
inverse Fourier transform of Equation (4.5) gives the cross-correlation matrix and has






















λrkt k < 0.
(4.6)
The relationship between the IRF and cross-correlation was first introduced as the
Natural Excitation Technique (NExT) which proved that the cross-correlations be-
tween responses to white noise excitation can be expressed as a sum of decaying
sinusoids with frequency and damping ratios identical to the modal frequencies of the
system [18]. The introduction of the NExT principal in the early 1990’s allowed for
time domain modal parameter estimation techniques already proven for EMA such
as Least Squares Complex Exponential (LSCE), Ibrahim Time Domain (ITD), and
Eigensystem Realization Algorithm (ERA) to be applied to operational response data
by simply replacing the IRF with cross-correlations.
Figure 4.1. 5 DOF analytical model.
A 5 DOF analytical model was developed to demonstrate the operational modal
parameter estimation procedure. The model, shown graphically in Figure 4.1, consists
of 5 equal masses, 6 equal springs, and 6 dampers set proportional to the spring
stiffness. A white noise input was applied to each mass and the response was simulated
with MATLAB. Cross-correlations were computed between all DOFs. The cross-
correlations were used in place of IRFs in the Least Squares Complex Exponential
(LSCE) method to determine modal frequencies of the 5 DOF system.
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The LSCE method solves for the coefficients and roots of a polynomial fraction









The true order of the numerator and denominator polynomials, N , is equal to twice
the number of modes appearing in complex conjugate pairs. Because the model order
is not known a priori and virtual modes due to noise in the measured response will be
estimated, a conservatively high model order is typically used. To distinguish between
virtual modes and actual modes of the system a stabilization diagram is developed for
successive iterations of increasing model order. The basis of the stabilization diagram
is that estimates of true modal parameters will stay constant between successive
iterations, while virtual modes will vary. Several iterations of the LSCE method
were applied to the simulated response and stable poles were identified from the
stabilization diagram in Figure 4.2. Damped natural frequencies (ωr) and poles (λr)
which varied less than 1% between successive iterations were considered stable. A
comparison between the analytical poles and poles estimated by the LSCE method
is given in Table 4.1.




















1 582.5 582.4 0.02 0.915 0.91 -0.44
2 1125 1120 0.44 1.76 1.66 -6.02
3 1591 1594 -0.19 2.5 2.73 8.42
4 1948 1957 -0.46 3.06 3.93 22.14
5 2173 2165 0.37 3.42 3.78 9.52
From Table 4.1 it can be seen that good estimates of the damped natural fre-
quencies were found with a maximum error of -0.46% for ωr on mode 4. Estimated
damping ratios however, show poor correlation with the true damping ratio. These


















Figure 4.2. Stabilization diagram for modal frequencies (λrs) estimated by the
LSCE algorithm on simulated operational response showing numerical unstable
poles (×), stable frequencies (▽), and stable poles (△).
in published OMA case studies [14,38]. This is likely due to the fact that the restric-
tive assumptions required to satisfy the proportional relationship in Equation (4.4)
are rarely fully satisfied. Specifically, it was shown in [14] that small amounts of
correlation in forces can result in large damping errors. One row of the force CPSD
matrix for the numerical example given above is shown in Figure 4.3. Figure 4.3 shows
that even in numerical examples fully uncorrelated forces are difficult to create. To
satisfy the standard OMA assumptions exactly the diagonal (auto-PSD) component
of the CPSD matrix would be non-zero and the off diagonal components would all be
zero. In Figure 4.3 the diagonal and off diagonal terms of CPSD matrix are within an























Figure 4.3. Row of CPSD matrix comparing magnitude of diagonal (auto-PSD)
terms ( ), with off diagonal (cross-PSD) terms ( , , , ).
4.3 CVRC Satisfaction of OMA Assumptions
In recognition that small violations in standard OMA assumptions can lead to
large errors in modal parameter estimates, the acoustic forcing function of the CVRC
measured by high frequency pressure transducers was investigated. The CPSD matrix
of the pressure force, [Gff ] was developed for the time window 6.0-6.3 s from an
unstable test with four pressure transducers at 0.5, 1.5, 3.5, and 14.5 inches along the
axis of the combustion chamber. The first row of the pressure CPSD matrix is shown
in Figure 4.4. Several high amplitude peaks corresponding to the longitudinal acoustic
modes of the CVRC combustion chamber show an obvious violation of the spectrally
white assumption. The consequence of this violation is that peaks in the response
spectra due to the color of the excitation can be mistaken as modes of the system.
In addition when harmonic excitation is high compared to the broadband excitation






















Figure 4.4. First row of the pressure force CPSD matrix estimated from 6.0 to 6.3
seconds of an unstable test fire showing diagonal (auto-PSD) terms ( ) and off
diagonal (cross-PSD) terms ( , , , ).
Conformance to the spatially white assumption can be checked by comparing
the magnitudes of the diagonal elements with the off diagonal elements as was done
with the numerical model in Section 4.2. There appears to be a small separation
between the diagonal and off-diagonal terms of the pressure CPSD matrix however
the large dynamic range due to the high amplitude harmonics makes interpretation
of the CPSD difficult. An alternative method to compare the spatial correlation of
the forces is principal component analysis [39]. The principal forces are found by
taking the eigenvalue decomposition of the force CPSD matrix at each frequency.
The eigenvectors are unit length implying that if all forces are acting equally on
the structure the eigenvalues will be close in magnitude. If one of the eigenvalues
drops significantly it can be determined that one of the inputs is not present or is
correlated with the others in that frequency band. The principal forces are shown
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in Figure 4.5. Correlation in the forces is evident by drops in the eigenvalues at
the frequencies associated with combustion instability excitation. These frequencies

























Figure 4.5. Principal forces (eigenvalues of the standardized force CPSD matrix).
4.4 State of the Art in OMA with Colored Excitation
Development of new methods which relax the standard OMA assumptions, espe-
cially to accommodate harmonic excitation is a cutting edge topic of current research.
This section reviews the current state of the art in OMA with colored excitation.
Cepstrum analysis is a promising OMA method which is capable of separating
the force and transfer function in a single input linear time invariant system provided
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the force changes slowly in the frequency domain. Consider the time input output
relationship,
y(t) = h(t)∗f(t) (4.8)
where h(t) is the IRF and ∗ indicates the convolution operation. The convolution
operation in Equation (4.8) is simplified to multiplication in the frequency domain
by taking the Fourier transform of both sides giving,
Y (ω) = H(ω)F (ω) (4.9)
where Y (ω) is the Fourier transform of the response, H(ω) is the FRF, and F (ω)
is the Fourier transform of the forcing function. If the system is single input then
taking the logarithm of both sides reduces the multiplication of the transfer function
and forcing function to simple addition,
ln(Y (ω)) = ln(H(ω)) + ln(F (ω)). (4.10)
The inverse Fourier transform of Equation (4.10) gives the cepstral relationship of
the input-output system,
cy(τ) = ch(τ) + cf(τ) (4.11)
where τ is a time operator with the units of quefrency. The cepstrum is a spectrum of
a spectrum, and just as a slowly changing time domain signal is characterized by low
frequency components in the Fourier spectra, a slowly changing log Fourier spectra is
characterized by low quefrency components in the cepstral domain. The FRF contains
rapid changes in the frequency domain due to resonances and anti-resonances. If the
forcing function is smooth in the frequency domain, then the force and FRF are well
separated in the cepstrum [40]. The separation of the force and transfer function
allows the poles and zeros of the transfer function to be evaluated independent of the







































(b) Coparison of FRF and force in cepstral
domain.
Figure 4.6. Comparison of FRF ( ) and force ( ) in frequency and cepstrum
domains.
In Figure 4.6 an example FRF and force auto-power spectrum from the CVRC
modal impact test are shown in the frequency and cepstral domains. In the cepstral
domain the force quickly tends to zero while a much higher quefrency is necessary
to characterize the FRF. It is also important to note that the force spectrum in
Figure 4.6 is not white. In fact the spectrum of the input can take any shape as long
as it changes slowly compared to the FRF. Additionally, opposed to the traditional
OMA requirement for a distributed force the cepstral method requires a single input.
Satisfaction of the single input requirement is likely more rare in real applications than
the standard distributed load assumption. However, special techniques have been
developed which reduce certain multiple input systems to single input. Randall and
Gao showed that accurate modal parameters could be identified from the cepstrum
as long as a single dominant force was at least four times larger than the next largest
force [42]. In [40,43] Hanson et al. showed that a multiple input system with at least
one cyclostationary input at a unique cyclic frequency could be effectively reduced to
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a single input system by computing the cyclic spectral density. The system modal
properties were then estimated by curve fitting the cepstrum of the cyclic spectral
density.
Another OMA method based on transmissibilities allows for any arbitrary input
spectrum. Originally introduced by Devriendt and Guillaume, transmissibility based
OMA began by showing that with a single force (or multiple correlated forces) the
scalar (single reference) transmissibilities become independent of the location of the
force at the system poles [44]. The transmissibility between two output DOFs i and



























The common denominator, jω−λr, cancels in Equation (4.14) and apparently renders
the transmissibility useless for estimation of modal frequencies. However, Devriendt
and Guillaume showed that by considering transmissibilities under different load con-
















By taking the reciprocal of the subtraction function a rational function is developed
with the same poles as the system,





















(a) Force auto-power spectra ( ),
normalized response auto-power spectra
( ), and normalized FRF (•) for a
numerical 5 DOF system.















(b) Example force ( ) auto-power
spectrum, normalized scalar
transmissibility ( ), and normalized
FRF (•) for a numerical 5 DOF system.
Figure 4.7. Example force and response auto-power spectra and scalar
transmissibility for a numerical 5 DOF system.
In Figure 4.7 the effectiveness of the transmissibility based OMA is shown by
comparing ∆−1T klij (ω) with the response PSD for a numerical 5 DOF model. An
excitation source consisting of coloured noise and two harmonic components was used
to demonstrate a worst case scenario for standard CPSD based OMA. The excitation
was applied to DOF 1 and Figure 4.7a shows the normalized response PSD, force
PSD, and normalized FRF at DOF 1. Clearly the response in Figure 4.7a is not
proportional to the FRF and standard OMAmethods would result in erroneous modal
parameters. To apply transmissibility based OMA the force was moved to DOF 2 and
the responses for both load cases were used to develop ∆−1T klij (ω). Figure 4.7b shows
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the scalar transmissibility FRF estimate, force PSD, and the normalized FRF. While
the response PSD in Figure 4.7a is distorted by the shape of the force spectrum, the
excellent agreement between the FRF and ∆−1T klij (ω) in Figure 4.7b shows that the
scalar transmissibility is robust for any excitation spectrum.
Two conditions limit the applications of the scalar transmissibility:
1. Forces must be correlated.
2. At least two different load conditions are required (change in amplitude distri-
bution or location).
Some progress has been made towards expanding the applications of transmissibility
based OMA. In [45, 46] the scalar transmissibility approach was extended to multi-
variable transmissibilities which allowed for as many uncorrelated forces as reference
channels. In [47] the power spectral density transmissibility (PSDT) was introduced
to eliminate the need for multiple load conditions. While the multiple load condition
was relaxed the PSDT is only independent of the force exactly at the system poles
allowing peaks in the excitation away from actual system poles to be mistaken as
modes.
A few methods have been developed specifically to remove harmonic components
from operational measurements. The simplest techniques propose removal of the
harmonic peaks by linear interpolation [48]. These methods work when harmonics
are well separated from structural modes. Large errors in frequency and damping
estimates can occur when harmonics approach structural modes due to flattening of
the response peak [49].
Theoretically, standard MPE algorithms can be used for OMA in the presence of
harmonic excitation. While it is true that poles will be estimated at the harmonic fre-
quencies, these poles, which are not true poles of the system, can typically be identified
by their negligible damping. When harmonic forcing is close to a resonant frequency
it becomes difficult to distinguish between the system pole and harmonic response. If
the harmonic response is much larger than the response due to resonance, the system
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pole may not be found at all. Mohanty and Rixen, modified three time domain al-
gorithms, Least Squares Complex Exponential [24], Ibrahim Time Domain [50], and
Eigensystem Realization Algorithm [51], to explicitly include non-damped modes at
known harmonic forcing frequencies. By applying the modified MPE algorithms Mo-
hanty showed that true modes close to the harmonic forcing frequency were identified
at a lower model order with an increase in accuracy of damping estimates over the
unmodified methods. Application of the modified algorithms requires a priori knowl-
edge of the harmonic forcing frequency. This however is not too limiting since several
methods are available for identification of harmonic response [52–54], and some knowl-
edge of the harmonic frequency is typically known, for example in the case of rotating
machinery.
The acoustic forcing function within the CVRC combustion chamber was shown
to be the superposition of white noise and high amplitude harmonic forcing. The
modified time domain MPE algorithms developed by Mohanty and Rixen are specifi-
cally suited for analysis of the CVRC operational data. The modified LSCE method
was used on the CVRC data and is derived in detail in the next section.
4.5 Least Squares Complex Exponential (LSCE)
The LSCE method is a multi-reference time domain MPE algorithm originally
introduced in 1979 by Brown et al. [55]. The development of the algorithm begins by













where the order of the polynomials, 2N , is equal to the number of modes (N modes
appearing in complex conjugate pairs). Rearranging Equation (4.17) and transform-











where the coefficients αn and βn are proportional to the Laplace domain coefficients
an and bn. Equation (4.18) is transformed to the discrete time domain by the inverse
Z-transform. In the time domain the βn coefficients can be eliminated, noting that the
inverse Z-transform of the FRF is the impulse response function (IRF) and the force




αnhpq(ti + n) = 0. (4.19)
Expanding the summation in Equation (4.19) gives,
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which is a single equation with 2N unknowns. A single unknown from Equation
(4.20) can be eliminated by choosing one coefficient to normalize all the remaining
coefficients. In this case the coefficient associated with the highest time shift was
chosen. The remaining equations necessary to solve for the 2N − 1 unknowns are
obtained by incrementally shifting the starting index Neq times, where Neq ≥ (2N−1),













hpq(ti) hpq(ti + 1) . . . hpq(ti + 2N − 1)
hpq(ti + 1) hpq(ti + 2) . . . hpq(ti + 2N)



























































hpq(ti + 2N + 1)
hpq(ti + 2N + 2)
...
















Because the unknown coefficients are global properties of the system additional equa-













{h(ti)} {h(ti + 1)} . . . {h(ti + 2N − 1)}
{h(ti + 1)} {h(ti + 2)} . . . {h(ti + 2N)}



















































































{h(ti + 2N + 1)}
{h(ti + 2N + 2)}
...




































































































































The least squares best fit of the unknown coefficients is found by pre-multiplying both









where, [hlhs] and [hrhs] are the matrices on the left and right sides of Equation (4.22),
{α} is the vector of unknown coefficients and [ ]† indicates the psuedo-inverse of a
matrix. Equation (4.24) solves for the coefficients of the characteristic equation whose
roots are the modal frequencies of the system. The modal frequencies are found by
first, solving for the roots of the reconstructed characteristic equation in the Z-domain





r = 1, 2, . . . 2N. (4.25)
4.5.1 Modified LSCE
The LSCE method outlined above can easily be modified for operational resposne
data by noting the relationship between the IRF and the output cross-correlation








where only the positive time lags are considered and the complex conjugate pairs
have been combined into a single summation with 2N terms. Equation (4.26) is a
summation of the damped modes of the system of the same form as the IRF hpq and
can be directly substituted into the LSCE method. When harmonic forcing is present
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Equation (4.26) contains two extra terms which can be considered undamped modes






λrk∆t +Dejω∆t +D∗e−jω∆t. (4.27)
Hence, the LSCE method can still be applied to operational data in the presence
of harmonic forcing, however, two additional undamped modes for each harmonic
forcing frequency will be estimated. It is not likely that the virtual forced modes will
be estimated with exactly zero damping, especially when the forcing frequency is close
to a resonance. It was shown by Mohanty in [24] that explicitly including the known
virtual undamped modes in the solution procedure led to a more robust solution. For
the LSCE method to solve for the undamped modes exactly the coefficients of the
characteristic equation must satisfy the following relationship,


0 sin(ω1∆t) . . . sin(ω1(2N − 1)∆t)































where the extra terms in Equation(4.27) have been expressed in terms of sin and cos,
i.e. e±jω1∆t = cos(ω1∆t) ± jsin(ω1∆t) and ω1 is the harmonic forcing frequency. In




























{R(ki)} . . . {R(ki + 2m − 1)} {R(ki + 2m)} . . . {R(ki + 2N − 1)}
{R(ki + 1)} . . . {R(ki + 2m)} {R(ki + 2m + 1)} . . . {R(ki + 2N)}













{R(ki + Neq − 1)} . . . {R(ki + Neq + 2m − 2)} {R(ki + 2m − 1)} . . . {R(ki + Neq + 2N − 2)}
0 . . . sin(ω1(2m − 1)∆t) sin(ω12m∆t) . . . sin(ω1(2N − 1)∆t)













0 . . . sin(ωm(2m − 1)∆t) sin(ωm2m∆t) . . . sin(ωm(2N − 1)∆t)

























































































































{R(ki + 2N + 1)}








































where Equation (4.28) is repeated m times for m harmonic forcing frequencies. Equa-
























Equation (4.29) is solved first for the coefficients of the harmonic virtual modes by,
{b2} = [[C]− [A][B]
−1[D]]†{{E} − [A][B]−1{F}} (4.32)
and the remaining coefficients by
{b1} = {[B]
−1[{F} − [D]{b2}]}. (4.33)
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The combined coefficients {b1} and {b2} are the coefficients to the characteristic
equation. The roots to the characteristic equation will contain the estimated modal
frequencies and the exact harmonic forcing frequencies [24].
To demonstrate the modified LSCE method, a harmonic force at 580 Hz was
added to the white noise excitation in the 5 DOF model. Stability plots for both
the standard and modified LSCE methods are shown in Figure 4.8. Both methods
estimated the damped natural frequency for each mode with negligible error. The
damping ratios with there associated errors are listed in Table 4.2. The harmonic
force near the first mode had a significant effect on the damping estimates by the
standard LSCE method. The damping estimate made by the standard LSCE method
is off by a gross 68%. On the other hand the modified LSCE method gave an excellent
damping estimate for the first mode. The damping estimate for the first mode actually
appears to be better than what would be expected from traditional operational modal
analysis without harmonic excitation. Two possible explanations for the exceptionally
good damping estimate on mode one are first, the mode is well excited by the close
harmonic forcing frequency and second the harmonic force was only applied to the
first DOF which has the effect of decreasing the spatial correlation between DOFs at
that frequency.
















1 1.53 -67.6 0.912 0.342
2 1.50 15.4 1.50 15.4
3 1.93 22.9 1.90 24.0
4 3.22 -5.24 3.06 0.157









Standard LSCE Stabilization Diagram



















Modified LSCE Stabilization Diagram












Figure 4.8. Stabilization diagrams for standard and modified LSCE methods.
4.6 CVRC Operational Modal Anlaysis
The acoustic forcing function and CVRC modal parameters are non-stationary
during the test sequence. Analysis of such a system requires that the response data be
broken into several short time segments which can be assumed stationary. Long time
histories and quickly changing properties result in an overwhelming amount of data
to be processed. Traditional methods for modal parameter identification such as the
stability diagram require manual interpretation and expert engineering judgment to
distinguish between true and numerical modes. Harmonic forcing further complicates
mode identification. In order to time efficiently analyze all of the response data for
each test fire an algorithm was developed to automatically identify true structural
modes from both numerical modes and harmonic response.
A sliding time window was used to analyze the entire 8 second test fire in short
pseudo-stationary data blocks. The modal information from all response channels
was condensed into a single plot by displaying the maximum singular values of the
CPSD matrix for each time window. The singular value decomposition of the CPSD
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matrix is commonly referred to as the frequency domain decomposition (FDD) in
operational modal analysis and is a mode indicator function analogous to the CMIF
used in EMA [57].
The LSCE method was used to identify modal frequencies (both true modes and
harmonic response) for each time window. With the modal frequencies known, the







for the residue, Crij, in a least squares manner. By only considering one reference
degree of freedom in the cross-correlation, the residue Crij represents the mode shape
for mode r [58].
To automatically identify stable modes a score was given to each estimated mode
which satisfied a given stability criteria [59]. For example, if the damped natural
frequency was consistent within 1% between successive iterations of the LSCE method
a score of 1 was given. If a pole (frequency and damping) was stable within 1% a score
of 2 was given, and if the mode shape was consistent with a MAC value of 0.9 or greater
a score of 3 was given. Physical modes were separated from computational modes
by assigning a threshold value. Modes scoring above the threshold were considered
physical modes of the system and those scoring below were discarded.
The spectral kurtosis was used to separate structural modes from harmonic re-
sponse. The kurtosis is calculated as the fourth statistical moment, the first three









where Y is the standardized response, µ is the mean of the response, and σ is the
standard deviation of the response. The kurtosis is a measure of the peakedness of
the PDF and the difference in PDF between white noise and harmonic excitation
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can be exploited to identify harmonic response. As can be seen in Figure 4.9 the
PDF of Gaussian white noise is the well recognized bell curve while the PDF of a
harmonic function is flat in the middle with two peaks appearing at the positive and
negative amplitude of the sinusoid. The kurtosis values of Gaussian white noise and
harmonic signals with zero mean and unit variance are 3 and 1.5 respectively. In
practice the number 3 is typically subtracted from Equation (4.35) to give a zero

























Figure 4.9. PDF of white Gaussian noise (a) and Harmonic(b) signals.
Dion et al. [54] presented an algorithm to calculate the kurtosis value as a function
of frequency, i.e. spectral kurtosis. First, the signal is band-pass filtered around a
central frequency. After the filter has been applied the kurtosis is computed in the
time domain. This is repeated for each spectral line from DC to the Nyquist frequency.
An example of the spectral kurtosis for a 0.3 second time window between 5.3 and
5.6 seconds of an unstable test is shown in Figure 4.10. All response channels were
normalized to zero mean and unit variance. An 8th order eliptic bandpass filter with
a passband of 20∆f was applied to each frequency between 10∆f and fNyquist−10∆f .
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The mean kurtosis was calculated using each response channel at each frequency. The
maximum singular values are also included in Figure 4.10 showing that the spectral



























Figure 4.10. Mean kurtosis and first SVD trace vs. frequency, correlation between
SVD peaks and kurtosis values approaching -1.5 is demonstrated.
Jacobsen automated identification of non-Gaussian response frequencies by cal-
culating the spectral kurtosis for each spectral line as described above [53]. The
deviation of the kurtosis value at a each spectral line from the median value over
all frequencies was computed and used as an indicator of harmonic response. Un-
fortunately, bandpass filtering around each frequency is computationally expensive
and not appropriate for non-stationary data. Alternatively, here the spectral kurtosis
was found only for each physical mode identified in the modal parameter estima-
tion step. If the spectral kurtosis was below a user defined threshold the mode was
determined to be harmonic response due to combustion instability. Finally, if any


















Figure 4.11. Automated operational MPE algorithm for non-stationary response
subject to harmonic excitation.
LSCE method with identified harmonic forcing frequencies specifically included. The




















Figure 4.12. Estimated ( ) and actual ( ) frequency of a single degree of
freedom system vs. periods of vibration.
4.6.1 Thresholds and Parameter Settings
Implementation of the automated modal parameter estimation procedure requires
several user defined parameters and thresholds. The first key decision is the length of
time window to analyze. The minimum length is influenced by the lowest frequency
of interest, chosen model order, and over determination factor. In [60] it was shown
that at least four periods of the lowest frequency of interest are necessary to capture
the vibration features of a system. Figure 4.12 demonstrates the need for at least
four periods of vibration, showing the estimated versus actual frequency of a single
DOF system using the LSCE method. In Figure 4.12 and in [60] the frequencies of
interest are on the order of tens of Hertz resulting in relatively long minimum time
windows. Other factors tend to dominate when the lower bound of the frequency
range of interest is higher, for example hundreds of Hertz, as is the case for the
CVRC operational data.
The data window must be sufficiently long, such that the useful portion of the cor-
relation function is greater than the model order multiplied by the over-determination.
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The statistical variance of the correlation function increases with an increase in time







x(n)x(n + k). (4.36)
As the number of time lags k approaches the number of samples N , fewer samples
are averaged in the correlation estimate resulting in increased variance. The increase
in variance limits the useful data for modal parameter estimation. In this case the
over-determination factor was set to five and the model order was set at 60 based on
the model order determined in the experimental modal analysis and the number of
expected modes estimated due to combustion instability driven harmonic excitation.
Considering these parameters the minimum data window length must be much greater
than 300 samples.
The maximum data window length is governed by how quickly the modal param-
eters or excitation sources are changing. Overlapping, allows for increased temporal
resolution without having to decrease the analysis window. Ultimately a 0.1 s, 2560
sample, time window with a 50% overlap was chosen. These parameters satisfied the
minimum data window requirements while maintaining enough temporal resolution
to visually track trends in modal frequencies.
The procedure used to automatically determine physical modes was adapted from
the traditional stability diagram approach. Manual interpretation of a stability di-
agram is commonly aided by assigning symbols to modes which meet certain con-
sistency criteria between successive iterations. This practice was extended to the
automated procedure by assigning point values for consistent frequency, damping
factor, and modal vector [59]. Criteria for consistent parameters were set according
to what might be used to aid in manual interpretation, 1% frequency, 1% damping,
and MAC greater than 0.90. Points were assigned for meeting each criteria, one for
stable frequency, two for stable frequency and damping and three for stable frequency,
damping and MAC. For simplicity only the last three iterations were considered. If
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an estimated pole had a score of three or higher the mode was determined stable.
This threshold was chosen by design to error on the side of too many poles estimated.
This strategy was used because spurious modes can again be identified in the output
of the automated algorithm because they appear randomly in the spectrogram while
physical modes follow clear trends in time.
Finally, a kurtosis threshold was required to distinguish between structural modes
and harmonic response. The limits for the threshold range from 0 for a pure random
response and -1.5 for a pure harmonic response. In the case of manual interpretation
one would investigate the PDF of the response to determine whether the response
appeared Gaussian or harmonic. PDFs were investigated with different harmonic
signal to noise ratios to achieve different kurtosis values. Figure 4.13 shows PDFs
of a mixed harmonic and random signal with signal to noise ratios (SNR) of 3 dB
and 6 dB. The 3 dB PDF had a kurtosis value of approximately -0.7 and gives
little indication of a harmonic component. The 6 dB plot had a kurtosis value of
approximately -1 and clearly resembles the pure harmonic PDF shown previously in
Figure 4.9. The kurtosis value of the 6 dB PDF was used as the kurtosis threshold.
If the kurtosis value was less than -1 the mode was determined to be a harmonic
response.
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Harmonic PDF 3 dB SNR






(a) White Gaussian noise PDF.
Harmonic PDF 6 dB SNR











Figure 4.13. PDFs of mixed harmonic and random components with SNR of 3 dB
(a) and 6 dB (b).
4.7 Results
The algorithm was implemented on response data from each test scenario; stable,
unstable, and translating. The resulting spectrograms from each test are shown in
Figure 4.14. Each of the test scenarios provides some insight into the effectiveness of
the proposed algorithm. During the translating test the acoustic forcing frequency
changes as the length of the oxidizer tube changes. In Figure 4.14b the harmonic
response to the acoustic forcing frequency, indicated by (+), is successfully tracked as
the oxidizer post changes length. For each test case the structural modes, indicated
by (◦), are concentrated at peaks of the max singular values and follow trends in the
horizontal direction which is a good indication of their accuracy.
There are also some weaknesses to the algorithm worth mentioning. First, some
unexpected harmonic responses are indicated in the pre-ignition portion of the tests
where no harmonic forcing is expected. Additionally, higher frequency harmonics
of the acoustic forcing function are shown as structural modes instead of harmonic
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response. This is likely due to the hard cut-off kurtosis value and the decrease in
amplitude of the harmonic response with increasing frequency. Despite some weak-
nesses the algorithm did serve its purpose well. Massive amounts of non-stationary
operational response data from each test were reduced to a single plot which is easily























































Figure 4.14. Spectrograms with showing stable structural modes (◦) and harmonic
response (+).
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With all of the data condensed otherwise difficult decisions such as what time win-
dow to use for force identification can be made at a glance. It was shown previously
that operational modal analysis typically suffers from poor damping estimates due to
spatially correlated forces. The acoustic harmonic forcing due to combustion instabil-
ity takes the shape of the acoustic modes of the chamber and is spatially correlated.
Thus, a desirable time window that would theoretically yield the best damping esti-
mates would be one where the majority of structural modes are away from harmonic
forcing frequencies. In Figure 4.14b it can be seen that several modes that appear
to locked with the harmonic forcing frequency throughout most of the test begin to
rise and move away from the harmonic forcing frequencies at approximately 7 sec-
onds. At approximately 7.5 seconds they appear to flatten again. This is another
desirable feature because if the modes remain stationary longer time histories can be




In this chapter the acoustic forcing function is parametrically characterized in terms
of its frequency and shape. This is accomplished by an in-depth analysis of a single
psuedo-stationary time window that was identified in Chapter 4 to be favorable for
force characterization because the majority of the structural modes were away from
forcing frequencies. Improved estimates of the harmonic forcing frequencies are made
by the use of the spectral kurtosis and singular value decomposition. The spatial
distribution of the forcing function is approximated by matching the estimated forcing
frequencies with analytical predictions of the acoustic chamber modes.
5.1 Forcing Frequency
Combustion instability pressure oscillations can be characterized into two broad
categories; low frequency often referred to as chug or pogo and high frequency typ-
ically referred to as acoustic instability [4]. Low frequency instabilities are typically
associated with coupling of combustion with hydraulics of the propellant feed system.
High frequency instability is typically due to coupling of the acoustic chamber modes
with the combustion process. Acoustic instability pressure oscillations can exists as
longitudinal or transverse (tangential, or radial) modes. The frequency of the first

















Figure 5.1. Acoustic chamber modes [4].
where fl, ft, and fr are the longitudinal, tangential, and radial frequencies respec-
tively [4]. The CVRC was designed to excite acoustic instabilities coupled with the
longitudinal modes of the chamber. The sound velocity c was found using Rocket
Propulsion Analysis version 1.2.8-lite software and used to predict the frequency of
the first longitudinal and transverse modes. With a theoretical sound velocity of
1057 m
s
, the predicted frequencies for the first longitudinal, tangential, and radial
modes are 1387 Hz, 13860 Hz, and 28660 Hz respectively. The first longitudinal
mode agrees with the first peak in the response singular values within 3% confirming
that longitudinal modes are excited. There are also 8 peaks at integer multiples of
the fundamental longitudinal frequency indicating that 8 harmonics are present in
the measured frequency range. It is also worth noting that the predicted transverse
modes are out of the measured frequency range affirming that all of the measured
harmonic forcing frequencies are due to longitudinal modes.
It would be unwise to rely on analytical predictions alone for determination of
harmonic forcing. In Chapter 4, the spectral kurtosis was used as a first indicator
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of harmonic forcing with a threshold value set to allow for automated identification.
A time window from 7.5 seconds to 7.8 seconds was identified as favorable for har-
monic response identification because many of the identified structural modes were
between the suspected harmonic forcing frequencies. With a specific time window of
interest identified, the kurtosis values can be studied for a more thorough separation



























Figure 5.2. Spectral kurtosis.
The spectral kurtosis for 7.5 to 7.8 seconds of the unstable test is shown in Figure
5.2. Seven drops in the kurtosis value approaching -1.5 align with seven peaks in
the maximum singular values indicating that the peaks are likely due to harmonic
forcing. However, no indication of harmonic forcing is found for the two remaining
peaks in the maximum singular values at 10913 Hz and 12275 Hz which can reasonably
be suspected as harmonic response because they are nearly integer multiples of the
fundamental forcing frequency.
A complimentary technique can be applied to further investigate the final two sus-
pect frequencies. The rank of the singular value decomposition matrix at a particular
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Figure 5.3. Singular value decomposition of response CPSD matrix.
frequency is equal to the number of modes that are significantly participating at that
frequency, i.e. 2 for the case of a single repeated root. At a peak due to harmonic
forcing all modes will be excited at the forcing frequency resulting in a rank equal to
the number of response measurements used [52]. In Figure 5.3 each of the first seven
harmonic frequencies identified by the kurtosis method have peaks appearing in each
singular value trace confirming that they are due to harmonic forcing. As expected
the two remaining suspect frequencies at 10913 Hz and 12275 Hz also have peaks in
each singular value trace confirming harmonic response.
The identified forcing frequencies are listed in Table 5.1 with the associated pre-
dicted longitudinal mode frequencies. The PSD of the pressure, recorded by the
transducer at 0.5 inches was used for comparison and is shown in Figure 5.4. Actual
pressure oscillation frequencies were identified by peaks in the pressure PSD and are
also listed in Table 5.1. The identified harmonic excitation frequencies match very
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well with the actual forcing frequencies for the first eight modes. No comparison for
the ninth mode was made because several peaks of nearly equal amplitude appear in
the vicinity of the expected frequency. This is likely due to coupling between radial
structural modes and the acoustic pressure field.























Figure 5.4. Pressure PSD measured near anti-node for unstable test fire.
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1 1363 1387 1363 0.0
2 2693 2774 2725 1.19
3 4089 4161 4088 0.02
4 5443 5549 5450 0.12
5 6819 6936 6813 0.09
6 8172 8323 8175 0.04
7 9542 9710 9550 0.08
8 10910 11097 10913 0.03
9 12270 12484 N/A N/A
5.2 Acoustic Mode Shape
The high frequency combustion instabilities excited in the CVRC combustion
chamber are due to the favorable coupling of unsteady combustion with the acoustic
modes of the combustion chamber. The distribution of the acoustic force is thus
dominated by the mode shape of the coupled acoustic mode. The shape of the acoustic
forcing function was estimated with a simple linear acoustic model developed using
principles from Kinsler et al. [61].









where px is the pressure as a function of time and space and c is the sound velocity.
Equation (5.4) is satisfied by an assumed solution of the form, px = p̂(x)e
jωt where,
p̂(x) = Ae−jkx +Bejkx (5.5)
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and A and B are the unknown complex coefficients and k is the wave number which is
a function of natural frequency and sound velocity, k = ω
c
. Two boundary conditions
are necessary to solve for the two unknown coefficients. The short nozzle and small
diameter injector inlet can be approximated as closed-closed boundary conditions.
The closed boundary conditions enforce pressure anti-nodes and velocity nodes at
each end of the chamber. By introducing the relationship between pressure and
particle velocity the more convenient velocity boundary conditions can be used to






where ρ is the density and the particle velocity, ux, can be expressed as ux = ûxe
jωt.












(Ae−jkx − Bejkx). (5.8)




(A− B) = 0. (5.9)
For Equation (5.9) to be true A must equal B. Imposing the boundary condition at




(e−jkLc − ejkLc) = 0 (5.10)
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sin(kLc) = 0. (5.11)




for n = 0, 1, . . . , N. (5.12)
The natural frequencies of the system can now be found by expressing k in terms of





noting that the relation between frequency and angular frequency, ωn = fn2π, has





where the velocity mode shape is given by the sin term. The pressure mode shape




Solving the integral gives the solution for the pressure field in the chamber,
p̂x(x) = Cncos(knx). (5.16)
The analytical acoustic mode shape is compared with the measured pressure field
for the first four modes in Figure 5.5. The cross-MAC was used as a quantitative
measure of the correlation between the measured and analytical mode shapes. Excel-
lent agreement is achieved for modes one and three. Good but slightly less impressive
agreement is achieved for modes two and four. One source of error for mode two is the
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difference between the estimated harmonic forcing frequency and actual frequency.
Indeed, the cross-MAC score for mode two is increased from 0.78 to .85 by using the
measured shape obtained at the actual forcing frequency. No improvement was made
on mode four, which was expected since the difference in actual and estimated forcing
frequency was negligible. Another possible explanation is the crude closed boundary
condition at the injector face. It is possible that coupling between the oxidizer tube
and combustion chamber has greater significance for the even modes. Several more
sophisticated models which include the effects of acoustic coupling, mean flow, en-
tropy waves, and heat release have been applied to the CVRC or similar experiments
at Purdue [25–27]. While it is possible to obtain better results with more complicated
models, the results from the linear acoustic analysis presented here were quite good
and certainly satisfactory if the end goal is to recreate the instability in a ground test.
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Longitudinal Chamber Mode Shape 1
MAC=.98
(a) First Longitudinal Mode.
Longitudinal Chamber Mode Shape 2
MAC=.78
(b) Second Longitudinal Mode.
Longitudinal Chamber Mode Shape 3
MAC=1
(c) Third Longitudinal Mode.
Longitudinal Chamber Mode Shape 4
MAC=.71
(d) Fourth Longitudinal Mode.
Figure 5.5. Comparison of measured (*) and predicted ( ) mode shapes with
MAC score for the first four longitudinal chamber modes.
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6. CONCLUSION
6.1 Summary and Contribution
A method for indirect measurement of combustion instability has been needed for
over half a century. This thesis investigated the ability to apply operational modal
analysis to an unstable rocket combustor with non-stationary modal parameters. The
force was also characterized by the acoustic modes of the combustion chamber. An
understanding of the relationship between the between forced response and pressure
force function has been developed using modal analysis. The following contributions
were made:
• The acoustic forcing function in the combustion chamber was measured with
high frequency pressure transducers during unstable combustion and was an-
alyzed for satisfaction of OMA assumptions. It was shown that at the com-
bustion instability forcing frequencies both of the standard OMA assumptions
were violated. Harmonic forcing creates peaks in the force and response PSDs
violating the spectrally white assumption. Principal component analysis was
used to show that the forces are significantly correlated at the instability forcing
frequencies. The spatial correlation violates the spectrally white assumption.
• An algorithm was developed to automatically estimate non-stationary modal
parameters from structural response data over an 8 second test fire. A short
0.1 second sliding time window with a 50% overlap was used to analyze pseudo-
stationary data. For each time window the LSCE method was used to estimate
modal frequencies and a least squares time domain mode shape estimator was
used to find the mode shapes. Selection of consistent modes from computa-
tional modes was automated by assigning a scoring system to modes that were
predicted consistently between iterations of the LSCE method. True structural
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modes and harmonic response modes were then separated by computing the
spectral kurtosis at each estimated damped natural frequency. Modes with a
spectral kurtosis value below a user defined threshold were considered to be
harmonic response. If any harmonic response modes were found, the modal pa-
rameters were re-estimated for improved damping estimates by specifically in-
cluding the known harmonic response as undamped modes in a modified LSCE
method.
• Results of the automated MPE algorithm were concisely presented on a spectro-
gram of maximum singular values of the response CPSD matrix. By reducing
all of the modal information from the entire test sequence into a single plot
otherwise difficult decisions could be made quickly. For example, the modified
LSCE method used to estimate modal parameters improves damping estimates
that would be otherwise skewed due to violation of the spectrally white assump-
tion. However, the spatially white assumption is still violated at the combustion
instability forcing frequencies. Therefore, a desirable time window for a more
in-depth manual investigation can be chosen by finding a time window in the
modal spectrogram where most of the structural modes are away from harmonic
forcing frequencies.
• All harmonic forcing frequencies in the frequency range of interest were iden-
tified by interpreting the spectral kurtosis and singular value decomposition of
the response. An analytical acoustic model was developed and confirmed that
the identified harmonic forcing frequencies aligned with longitudinal modes of
the chamber. The shapes of the longitudinal modes were quantitatively com-
pared with the measured pressure distribution using the cross-MAC. Excellent
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Tests O1-O2 were preliminary tests to determine sensitivity settings for the laser
displacement sensors. In addition to the 12 lasers, three tri-axial accelerometers
were used. Accelerometers were attached to the mounting plates of lasers 1 and 7
to monitor motion of the fixture. A third accelerometer was mounted to the cross-
beam that supports the CVRC combustion chamber. The test setup for tests O1-O2 is
shown in Figure A.1. Table A.1 provides the orientation and location for all structural
response sensors used in tests O1-O2.
(a) (b)
Figure A.1. Test configuration for tests O1-O2 showing laser ( ) and
accelerometer (•) locations.
The surface temperatures recorded during tests O1-O2 were reviewed to determine
if they remained within the operational limits of typical accelerometers available in
inventory, less than 250◦ Fahrenheit. While recording of temperature data stops
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1 LK-H157 5V/mm NA 14.75 0 +X
2 LK-H157 5V/mm NA 11.5 0 +X
3 LK-H157 5V/mm NA 9 0 +X
4 LK-H157 5V/mm NA 6 0 +X
5 LK-H157 5V/mm NA 4 0 +X
6 LK-H157 5V/mm NA 0.5 0 +X
7 LK-H157 5V/mm NA 14.75 90 -Y
8 LK-H157 5V/mm NA 11.5 90 -Y
9 LK-H157 5V/mm NA 9 90 -Y
10 LK-H157 5V/mm NA 6 90 -Y
11 LK-H157 5V/mm NA 4 90 -Y
12 LK-H157 5V/mm NA 0.5 90 -Y
13 356A32 100 mv/g X Cross Beam Cross Beam +X
14 356A32 100 mv/g Y Cross Beam Cross Beam -Y
15 356A32 100 mv/g Z Cross Beam Cross Beam -Z
16 356A32 100 mv/g X Laser Head 1 Laser Head 1 +X
17 356A32 100 mv/g Y Laser Head 1 Laser Head 1 +Y
18 356A32 100 mv/g Z Laser Head 1 Laser Head 1 +Z
19 356A32 100 mv/g X Laser Head 7 Laser Head 7 +X
20 356A32 100 mv/g Y Laser Head 7 Laser Head 7 -Y
21 356A32 100 mv/g Z Laser Head 7 Laser Head 7 -Z
∗ Orientation is with respect to the coordinate system in Figure A.1
before peak values are reached, the live feed was monitored and peak temperatures
did not rise above 210◦ Fahrenheit for either test. Further inspection revealed that
the temperature change at the surface during the 8 second test sequence is less than
5◦ Fahrenheit resulting in a change of less than 0.5% in accelerometer sensitivity.
Surface temperatures from test O1 and typical accelerometer temperature sensitivity
charts are shown in Figure A.2.
Before proceeding with tests O3-O5, two 5mV/g accelerometers were attached
to the top of the combustion chamber at 11.5 inches and 14 inches with LoctiteR©
454 instant adhesive. The test configuration for tests O3-O5 is shown in Figure A.3.
Details of the instrumentation used for tests O3-O5 are shown in Table A.2
The simultaneous use of both accelerometers and laser displacement sensors al-
lowed for a comparison to be made between the two approaches. In Figure A.4 a
comparison of acceleration and displacement spectra from test O3 showed that the
accelerometers captured interesting high frequency structural dynamics outside the
dynamic range of the laser displacement sensors. The striations above 7000 Hz were
a dominant feature in the acceleration spectra that were not evident in the displace-












Test O1 Surface Temps







(a) Surface temperatures for entire recorded
length: TC at 0.5 inches ( ), TC at 11











Test O1 Surface Temps Zoom







(b) Zoom of surface temepratures for 8 second
test sequence: TC at 0.5 inches ( ), TC at
11 inches ( ), and TC at 14 inches ( ).























(c) Typical accelerometer temperature
sensitivity.




























(d) Zoom of typical accelerometer
temperature sensitivity.
Figure A.2. Test O1 surface temperatures and typical accelerometer temperature
sensitivity.
acceleration spectra showed a clear dependence on the combustion chamber mean
pressure. Because tracking the non-stationary structural dynamics of the system
was a primary focus of this research a new test series was conducted with the laser
displacement sensors replaced by accelerometers.
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(a) (b)
Figure A.3. Test configuration for tests O3-O5 showing laser ( ) and
accelerometer (•) locations.










1 LK-H157 10V/mm NA 14.75 180 +X
2 LK-H157 10V/mm NA 11.5 180 +X
3 LK-H157 50V/mm NA 9 180 +X
4 LK-H157 50V/mm NA 6 180 +X
5 LK-H157 50V/mm NA 4 180 +X
6 LK-H157 50V/mm NA 0.5 180 +X
7 LK-H157 50V/mm NA 14.75 90 -Y
8 LK-H157 50V/mm NA 11.5 90 -Y
9 LK-H157 50V/mm NA 9 90 -Y
10 LK-H157 50V/mm NA 6 90 -Y
11 LK-H157 50V/mm NA 4 90 -Y
12 LK-H157 50V/mm NA 0.5 90 -Y
13 356A01 5 mv/g X 11.5 0 -X
14 356A01 5 mv/g Y 11.5 0 +Z
15 356A01 5 mv/g Z 11.5 0 -Y
16 356A01 5 mv/g X 14.5 0 -X
17 356A01 5 mv/g Y 14.5 0 +Z
18 356A01 5 mv/g Z 14.5 0 -Y
19 U35C22 10 mv/g Z Cross Beam Cross Beam -Y











Test O3 Spectrogram at chan 7

























Test O3 Spectrogram at chan 13















(b) Acceleration spectrogram from test O3.
Figure A.4. Test O3 displacement and acceleration spectrograms with mean
pressure ( ) overlaid.
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A.2 Tests O6-O11
The final test series replaced laser displacement sensors with accelerometers. Ac-
celerometers were attached with mounting plates that were fabricated to match the
radius of the combustion chamber. Six tri-axial accelerometers were placed along the
bottom of the CVRC at the same axial locations as the original 12 laser displacement
sensors preserving the same visualization for bending modes. More accelerometers
were available in inventory than laser displacement sensors. Additional accelerom-
eters were also placed around the circumference near the nozzle and along the axis
Sensor locations are shown in Figure A.5. Details of sensor location and orientation
for tests O6-O11 are shown in Table A.3.
Figure A.5. Test O6-O11 accelerometer locations (•).
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1 356A01 LW118580 5mV/g X 14.75 180◦ +X
2 356A01 LW118090 5mV/g X 11.5 180◦ +X
3 356B11 77520 10 mV/g X 9 180◦ +X
4 356A33 102720 10 mV/g X 6 180◦ +X
5 356A01 38829 5mV/g X 4 180◦ +X
6 356A01 40118 5mV/g X 0.5 180◦ +X
7 356A01 LW118580 5mV/g Y 14.75 180◦ +Y
8 356A01 LW118090 5mV/g Y 11.5 180◦ +Y
9 356B11 77520 10 mV/g Y 9 180◦ +Y
10 356A33 102720 10 mV/g Y 6 180◦ +Y
11 356A01 38829 5mV/g Y 4 180◦ +Y
12 356A01 40118 5mV/g Y 0.5 180◦ +Y
13 353B16 23540 10 mV/g S 2 180◦ +Y
14 353B16 23855 10 mV/g S 13 180◦ +Y
15 352C23 66004 5mV/g S 14.75 45◦ 45◦
16 352C22 30765 10 mV/g S 14.75 135◦ 135◦
17 Y353B13 98031 5mV/g S 14.75 0◦ -Y
18 YA353B13 27846 5mV/g S 14.75 270◦ 270◦




(a) Mode 1: Rigid translation in X 17 Hz. (b) Mode 2: Rigid translation in Y 35 Hz.
(c) Mode 3: Rigid rotation on Y axis 264 Hz. (d) Mode 4: Rigid rotation on X axis 264 Hz.
(e) Mode 5: Global Bending in X of whole
CVRC 557 Hz.
(f) Mode 6: 1st bending in X 1637 Hz.
Figure B.1. Mode shapes modes 1-6.
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(a) Mode 7: 1st bending in Y 1942 Hz. (b) Mode 8: Rigid translation in Y of rear
chamber section 2486 Hz.
(c) Mode 9: 2nd bending in Y 3525 Hz. (d) Mode 10: Rigid rotation on X axis of
middle chamber section 3978 Hz.
(e) Mode 11: Rigid translation in X middle
section out of phase with forward and rear
section 4816 Hz.
(f) Mode 12: No classification 6212 Hz.
Figure B.2. Mode shapes modes 7-12.
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(a) Mode 13: 2nd bending in X 6918 Hz. (b) Mode 14: No classification 7661 Hz.
(c) Mode 15: 1st bending of middle and rear
chamber sections 9049 Hz.
(d) Mode 16: Pure radial mode: m=1 n=0
10971Hz.
(e) Mode 17: Radial mode with shear : m=1
n=1 11087 Hz.
(f) Mode 18: Radial mode with shear: m=1
n=2 11522 Hz.
Figure B.3. Mode shapes modes 13-18.
